UL LABEL FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE NE.C.
* BUILDING PARTITION - ADEQUATE COLOR
* ALUMINUM TRUDDLE PLATE FLOOR
* INSTALLATION - WALLS R-9, CEILING R-17
* GLAZING - CLEAR TEMPERED GLASS
* 1 HEAVY DUTY ALUMINUM DOOR 1/2 HALF GLASS AND LEVER LOCK
* 3" OVERHAND EXTERIOR MEMBRANE ROOF
* ① 2" DEEP SHELF
② 24" WALL SURFACE MIP. FLUORESCENT LIGHT
③ 1 1/2" DURPLEX, 230V OUTLET
④ 100 AMP SINGLE PHASE 12 CIRCUIT LOAD CENTER W/MAIN BKR.

PLANE VIEW

NOTE: CLEAR W/ 5/8" O.D. HOLE
2"X2" ANCHOR TAB
TO BE 33 1/2" DOOR OPENING

ACCESS CUTOUT
6"X12" CONDUIT

4'-0"
4'-0"